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1. INTRODUCTION
The question of whether there is a physial relation between quasars
and bright galaxies has been disussed in the literature for 30 years [1-3;
4 h.12℄. In one reent work devoted to this problem [5℄, an automated
searh for lose guasar-galaxy pairs was undertaken with angular resolution
better than 10′. The observed number of suh pairs exeeds the number of
expeted random oinidenes by a signifiant fator. For examaple, a simple
estimate of the probability of finding a randomly-positioned objet at an
angular distane of 2′ from a galaxy with magnitude brighter than 15m gives
value of about 10−3. Consequently, the expeted number of random pairs in
a sample ontaining 5000 quasars is 5, while the atalog referred to above
ontains 38 suh pairs. The possibility of a physial relation between quasars
and galaxies in assoiations is also supported by the "angular separation-
redshift" diagram for the galaxies, onstruted for 392 pairs. Aording
to this observational relationship, the mean linear separation between the
galaxy and quasar projeted onto the elestial sphere remains onstant and is
equal to about 100 kp. Based on these data, Burbidge et al. [5℄ onlude that
quasars tend to reside near the halos of normal galaxies far more often than
is expeted for random projetions, and that this physial relation demands
an explanation. At least two different interpretations of this observed "Arp
effet" are possible:
(1) Quasars in assoiations are loated in the halos of nearby galaxies, so
that their redshifts are not osmologial, i.e., they do not reflet the distane
to these objets.
(2) Quasars in assoiations are only projeted onto the halos of nearby
galaxies; their redshifts preserve their osmologial origin, and the inreased
apparent luminosity of suh quasars is the result of gravitational lensing by
objets loated in the galati halos.
In his papers [1-3℄, Arp holds to the first possibility, beause no other
ompelling explanations were proposed. Aordingly, he onsiders it nees-
sary to aept the nonosmologial nature of the quasar redshifts, and to
invoke new physis to interpret the observed effet [2℄.
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Interpretation of quasar-galaxy assoiations as the result of gravitational
lensing by galaxy halo stars (mirolensing) was first suggested in [6℄. How-
ever, it was later shown [7,8,4℄ that the gravitational mirolensing hypoth-
esis annot aount for the observed effet beause of the extremely small
observed surfae density of faint quasars that provide the soures for the mi-
rolensing. This gave indiret support to the first interpretation, sine it was
thought that gravitational lensing in general ould not explain the ourrene
of quasar-galaxy assoiations [4℄. For example, in [3℄, it was onluded that
the existene of quasar-galaxy assoiations ould, in priniple, be explained
using standard physis if gravitational lensing played a signifiant role in the
halos of bright galaxies. In partiular, quasars loated in the dwarf satellites
of bright galaxies ould be explained by simply postulating the existene of
ompat lensing objets at the ends of bridges onneting these satellites to
the parent galaxy (the lorgnette postulate, in Arp's terminology). How-
ever, Arp believes that several arguments strongly oppose the gravitational
miro-lensing hypothesis:
(1) In pairs with nearby galaxies, the quasars predominantly lie at dis-
tanes of a few times the diameters of the galaxy itself. In this ase, the
mirolenses must oupy a huge spae around their galaxies, and an ex-
tremely high halo mass is required to aount for the observed number of
assoiations.
(2) Quasar-galaxy assoiations in galaxy groups are most often found not
for the main galaxy, but for a ompanion galaxy in the group.
(3) Quasars with the highest redshift z are assoiated with galaxies with
the lowest z.
(4) Counts of faint quasars showed that their number is insuffiient to
provide the observed effet. It was onluded in [8, 4℄ that the quasar lu-
minosity funtion has a gentler slope than required for strong gravitational
lensing.
(5) Analysis of arhival data on quasar variability in assoiations [9℄
showed the absene of suh variability on timesales up to a few deades,
whih ontradits the mirolensing hypothesis.
However, we will show here that these arguments do not, in general, on-
tradit he gravi-tational mirolensing hypothesis. In partiular, if the grav-
itational lenses are not stars, but objets suh as globular lusters, dwarf
galaxies, or lusterized hidden mass, all of the above problems an be re-
moved. In addition, a quantitative interpretation of the Arp effet based
on the gravi-tational lensing hypothesis requires that distant nulei of ative
galaxies be taken as the soures, rather than quasars, and that the nonuni-
form distribution of lenses along the line of sight be taken into aount. In
Setion 2, we desribe the initial assumptions for the gravitational lensing
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model adopted. The basi equations and results of alulations for extended
lenses with King mass distributions are presented in Setion 3. We interpret
the observed properties of quasar-galaxy assoiations in Setion 4. Obser-
vational tests of the adopted model are disussed in Setion 5. Finally, in
Setion 6, we summarize our main onlusions.
2. INITIAL ASSUMPTIONS OF THE MODEL
In order to onstrut a gravitational lensing model, we must determine
(1) the lensed objets (soures);
(2) the lensing objets (lenses);
(3) the distribution of lenses along the line of sight.
2.1. Sourses
The lensed soures are usually taken to be weak quasars. It follows from
argument (4) in Setion 1, however, that the number of faint quasars is too
small to provide a statistially signifiant effet. Here, we adopt the hy-
pothesis of Barnothy and Tyson [10,11℄ that quasars, at least in part, are
gravitationally amplified images of the nulei of ative galaxies. We aord-
ingly adopt as the lensed soures ompat massive objets loated in the
entral regions of ative galaxies, suh as Seyfert galaxies and radio galaxies
of all types. The number of these objets is large enough to aount for the
observed of assoiations with reasonable brightness amplifiation oeffiients.
Aording to the latest observations made with the Hubble spae telesope,
the surfae density of normal galaxies with magnitudes 28m − 29m is of the
order of 106gal./deg2, whih supports the result obtained by Tyson [12℄. If
1% of suh galaxies have ative nulei, we estimate that the lensed soures
have a surfae density of 104 soures/deg2 at redshift zs ∼ 1.
2.2. Lenses
Papers onerning statistial analyses of gravitational lensing usually take
the gravitational lenses to be point soures or isothermal spheres. Suh mod-
els make it possible to obtain some analyti results, but annot remove the
ontraditions assoiated with the arguments presented above. We will on-
sider the gravitational lenses to be objets with a King mass distribution,
whih is widely enountered in nature and approximates well the density pro-
files of globular lusters, dwarf galaxies, and possibly other self-gravitating
objets with hidden mass.
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Globular lusters were first onsidered as gravitational lens andidates in
[13℄, in onnetion with the assoiation between the quasar 3C455 and the
nearby galaxy NGC 7413, using a M15-type globular luster as an example.
In [14℄, Baryshev et al. proposed globular lusters and other objets with
mass 103÷ 109M⊙ as gravitational lenses ("mesolenses") in order to aount
for the properties of quasar-galaxy assoiations. Here, we use the physial
parameters of globular lusters given in [15℄ to obtain speifi quantitative
results. We have the required data on ore radius, total radius, entral
volume density, and mass for 56 globular lusters (see the table 1).
The radial dependene of the volume density of globular lusters is given
by a King law [16℄,
ρ(p) =
{
ρ0 · (1 + p2/r2c )−3/2, for p < rt;
0, for p ≥ rt , (1)
where p is the impat parameter, ρ0 is theentral volume density, rc is the
ore radius,and rt is the outer radius of the luster. When rt ≫ rc, the
entral surfae density σ0[g/m
2
℄ an be expressed in terms of the entral
volume density
σ0 = 2ρ0rc (2)
or in terms of the globular luster mass :
σ0 = 10
( M
106M⊙
)(1 p
rc
)2
g/m
2, (2a)
For the globular luster sample [15℄, the ratio rt/rc lies in the range 5− 630,
while σ0 lies between 0.02 and 140 g/m
2
. The surfae density distribution of
globular lusters is well represented by the logarithmi Gaussian dependene
fσ0(x) =
1
xσ
√
2pi
e
−
(ln x− µ)2
2σ2 (3)
where x = 0.1σ0, µ = 0.1, σ = 3.
The foal distane of a King lens is related to σ0 by the expression [17℄:
FL = 3.5
(100g/m2
σ0
)
Mp (4)
The number of globular lusters in galati halos may onstitute from sev-
eral hundreds to thousands. Thus, globular lusters an be onsidere good
gravi-tational lens andidates for aounting for the observed quasar-galaxy
assoiations. Globular lusters an manifest themselves at distanes of sev-
eral Mp from the observer or the soure, orresponding to ∆z ≥ 4 ∗ 10−4.
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Table 1. Data on globular lusters
NGC lg M
M⊙
rc rt rt/rc lg ρ0 σ0
p p M⊙pc
−3
g m
−2
104 6.1 0.50 79.24 158.48 5.1 25.8
288 4.9 3.46 27.48 7.94 2.1 0.18
362 5.5 0.42 58.87 140.16 4.7 8.5
1851 6.0 0.27 85.38 316.22 5.7 56.9
1904 5.2 0.60 37.85 63.09 4.2 4.0
2419 5.6 8.51 213.76 25.11 1.4 0.08
2808 6.2 0.70 55.6 79.43 4.9 23.4
3201 5.5 2.08 41.50 19.95 3.0 0.87
4147 4.7 0.54 42.89 79.43 3.7 1.13
4590 5.0 1.86 93.22 50.11 2.5 0.24
5053 4.7 10.47 66.06 6.30 0.6 0.02
5139 6.6 3.71 58.79 15.84 3.5 4.93
5272 5.8 1.47 147 100 3.5 1.95
5286 5.5 0.77 24.34 31.62 4.3 6.46
5466 5.2 8.91 281.7 31.62 0.8 0.02
5694 5.4 0.58 58 100 4.3 4.87
5824 6.6 0.52 260.6 501.18 5.3 43.68
5904 5.6 0.89 89 100 4.0 3.74
5946 4.9 0.23 45.89 199.5 4.8 6.11
6093 6.0 0.36 45.32 125.89 5.4 38.07
6121 4.8 0.48 19.11 39.81 4.1 2.54
6171 5.1 1.0 31.62 31.62 3.5 1.33
6205 5.8 1.81 57.23 31.62 3.4 1.91
6218 5.1 1.07 26.87 25.11 3.5 1.42
6254 5.4 1.07 26.87 25.11 3.8 2.84
6256 5.3 0.06 37.85 630.95 6.6 100.56
6266 5.8 0.28 21.73 77.62 5.7 59.07
6284 5.4 0.25 49.88 199.52 5.2 16.68
6293 5.6 0.11 69.40 630.95 6.3 92.4
6325 5.1 0.05 31.50 630.95 6.7 105.4
6341 5.3 0.51 40.50 79.43 4.4 5.39
6342 5.1 0.16 50.59 316.22 5.4 16.92
6366 4.0 2.13 16.91 7.94 1.9 0.07
6362 5.0 2.95 37.13 12.58 2.2 0.19
6388 6.2 0.39 24.6 63.09 5.7 82.2
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Table 1. Data on globular lusters (ontinue)
NGC lg M
M⊙
rc rt rt/rc lg ρ0 σ0
p p M⊙pc
−3
g m
−2
6397 5.4 0.03 18.92 630.9 5.3 2.52
6441 6.2 0.34 34 100 5.8 90.3
6522 5.3 0.10 39.8 398.1 6.1 53.0
6535 4.2 0.83 20.84 25.11 3.6 1.39
6541 5.6 0.57 113.7 199.52 5.5 75.88
6558 4.4 0.08 25.29 316.2 5.6 13.4
6624 5.2 0.15 47.43 316.2 5.6 25.14
6626 5.4 0.41 20.54 50.11 4.9 13.71
6656 5.7 1.23 24.54 19.95 4.0 5.17
6681 5.2 0.06 60 1000 6.5 79.87
6712 5.0 1.86 14.77 7.94 3.0 0.78
6715 6.3 0.66 66 100 5.0 27.78
6752 5.2 0.21 66.4 316.2 5.2 14.01
6779 5.0 1.04 26.12 25.11 3.4 1.09
6809 5.3 3.98 19.94 5.01 2.5 0.52
6838 4.5 0.72 14.36 19.95 2.8 0.19
6864 5.9 0.51 51 100 4.9 17.05
6934 5.3 1.07 42.59 39.81 3.6 1.79
7078 6.3 0.21 132.5 630.95 6.2 140.12
7089 6.0 1.17 92.93 79.43 4.0 4.92
7099 5.3 0.12 60.14 501.1 5.9 40.12
2.3. The lens distribution along the line of sight
Sine we are taking globular lusters in galati halos to be the gravita-
tional lenses, the lens distribution in spae is determined by the large-sale
distribution of galaxies. In reent years, there has been onsiderable progress
in the study of the large-sale struture of the Universe via massive mea-
surements of redshifts for deep galati samples (see the reviews [18,19,20℄).
Statistial analyses of data on the three-dimensional distribution of galaxies
have shown the presene of fratal struture up to a few hundreds of Mp
[21, 22, 23℄, and faint galaxy ounts suggest that this fratality ontinues to
distanes of 1000 Mp [20, 24℄.
The neessity of taking into aount the fratal distribution of gravita-
tional lenses in statistial analyses of lensing effets was first disussed in
[25℄. Following this work, we hoose the following parametri representation
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for the density of lensing objets along the line of sight between the soure
and the observer:
nl(R) = 0.5nol
[( R
R0
)DF−3
+
(Rs − R
R0
)DF−3]
, (5)
Here, nol(R0) is the density of objets at a distane R0, R and Rs are the
distanes to the lens and the soure, respetively; and DF is the fratal di-
mension of the galaxy distribution. The uniform lens distribution onsidered
here is obtained from (5) with DF = 3, in whih ase nl(R) = onst. The
observed value of the fratal dimension is lose to DF ∼ 2 [19, 20℄.
3. LENSING BY KING OBJECTS
One of the key assumptions in our model is that the gravitational lenses
have King mass distributions, desribed by equations (1). King lenses have
been analyzed in onsiderable detail in [17℄, and we use the results of this
work for our lensing probability alulations.
3.1. Basi Equations
Figure 1 presents a diagram of the general lensing geometry.
The basi equation of a gravitational lens is the ondition for a ray to
reah the observer:
α(x) =
x− y
g
, (6)
where x = l/rc is the impat parameter in the lens plane in units of the lens
ore radius rc, y = ls/rc is the deviation of the soure ls from the observer-
lens axis in the lens plane in units of rc; α = δ(l)/αc is the defletion angle
δ(l) of a ray passing at the impat distane l in units of the angle αc = rc/FL
subtended by the lens ore at the lens fous. The lens position parameter g
is given by
g =
ROLRLS
ROSFL
, (7)
where FL is the foal length of the lens and ROL, RLS and ROS are the
observer-lens, lens-soure, and observer-soure distanes (the angle β is as-
sumed to be small).
For distant objets, we must alulate their distanes using some parti-
ular osmologial model. We an represent the relation between the angular
distane R and the redshift z in the general form
R = RHΨ(z), (8)
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where Ψ(z) is a normalized angular distane that depends on the parameters
of the osmologial model (q0,Λ è äð.),and RH = c/H0 is the Hubble dis-
tane. There is not urrently a generally aepted opinion about the most
appropriate osmologial parameters ; for onveniene in the alulations,
we adopt here Ψ(z) = z, H0 = 75km/s Mp, and RH = 4000Mp. The
expression for the parameter g then takes the form
g = 11.4a(1− a)zs
( σ0
1[g/m2]
)
, (9)
where a = zL/zS is the relative position of the lens ; zS and zL are the
redshifts of the soure and lens, respetively; and σ0 is the entral surfae
density of the lens given by (2).
The gravitational defletion of rays passing at a distane equal to the
impat parameter l is determined by the mass ontained in the sphere of
radius l. The normalized defletion angle in a King model is
α(x) =
Λ(x)
x
, (10)
where
Λ(x) ={
ln(1 + x2)− 4(1 + x2t )−1/2 ·
[
(1 + x2)1/2 − 1
]
+ x2(1 + x2t )
−1, for |x| < xt
Λ(xt), for |x| ≥ xt
(11)
Here, x = l/rc, xt = rt/rc.
Simultaneous solution of equations (6) and (10) provides information
about the number of images and their positions in the lens plane for a fixed
parameter g. Figure 2 presents a lassifiation of possible situations for the
ase of lensing of a point soure by a King lens.
It is lear from these images that we are always apable of seeing one,
two, or three soure images. The origin of the oordinate system oinides
with the lens enter, making it possible to determine the position of the image
relative to the lens enter. A King model has a fous and two austis: axial
and oni. The point with the oordinates g = 1, y = 0 orresponds to the
fous of the lens, where all three images merge into a single image (Fig.2,
graph b on the right). All austis meet at the fous. A single image forms
for various positions of the observer when g < 1 , and for y > yk when g ≥ 1
(region I). For g > 1 and 0 < y < yk, all three images form (region II). When
austis interset, two images merge into a single image. When g > 1 and
y = 0, the observer is loated at the axial austi, and we observe a entral
image and a ring of radius x (Fig. 2, graph o on the right). When g > 1
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and y = yk, the observer is loated at the oni austi (Fig.2, graph k on
the right) and there is a merging of two images. When y > yk, this merged
image entirely disappears; in the ase y < yk, it splits into two separate
images.
3.2. Amplifiation oeffiient
Among the main manifestations of gravitational fousing are inluded
not only image multipliation, but also possible image amplifiation. The
amplifiation oeffiient is given by the expression k = k1 · k2, where
k1 =
dx
dy
=
[
1− gα(x)
dx
]−1
, k2 =
x
y
=
[
1− gα(x)
x
]−1
For |x| ≪ xt we have, with a high degree of auray
k =
[
2− 2g
1 + x2
− y
x
]−1 · [y
x
]−1
(12)
This formula shows that there is infinite amplifiation at the lens fous
(y = 0, g = 1), at the axial austi (g > 1, y = 0), and at the oni austi
(
2g
1 + x2
+
y
x
−2 = 0). The infinite amplifiation is a onsequene of our use of
the geometri optis approximation. Allowane for any ray divergene leads
to a finite amplifiation. In partiular, we an take into aount the angular
size of the soure, Θ0, then
kmax ≈ ξ
RLOΘ0
, (13)
where ξ =
√
2rg
ROLRLS
ROS
is the radius of the Khvol'son-Einstein ring, and
Θ0 = rs/ROS is the angular size of a soure with linear size rs loated at
a distane ROS. It follows from (13) that the extended soures annot pro-
vide higher amplifiation oeffiients, but if we onsider the lensed soures
to be objets made up of individual stars and interstellar louds, the total
amplifiation will be the sum of the amplifiation oeffiients of the indi-
vidual omponents. In this way, both the lines and the ontinuum in the
soure spetrum an be amplified by the same fator. If the soure size is
1016m(∼ 10−2 p) and the mass of the lens is 106M⊙, then kmax ∼ 104,
orresponding to a brightness amplifiation of 10m. Figure 3 shows the de-
pendene of the amplifiation oeffiient k on the displaement y of the soure
in the lens plane.
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The amplifiation oeffiient k as a funtion of the lens position a on the
observer-soure axis for various values of y and σ0 is plotted in Fig.4.
We an speak of a signifiant amplifiation oeffiient only if the observer
is not between the fous and the lens, so that g ≥ 1. The position of the fous
is determined by the entral surfae density of the lens, and thus we an
determine the minimum density σ0cr orresponding to the ondition g = 1.
Using (4) and (9), we obtain
σ0cr(a, zs) =
0.077
a(1− a)zs [g/m
2
℄. (14)
Aording to (14), for any fixed a and zs of the total distribution fσ0 of the
lenses in σ0, only objets with σ0 ≥ σ0cr take part in the lensing.
3.3. The lens ross-setion
A neessary ondition for strong gravitational lensing is that the observer
be loated near the axial or oni austi. The size of this region is determined
by the lens position parameter g and by the desired value of the amplifiation
oeffiient k. The dimensionless ross setion of the austi regions in the lens
plane has two terms:
S(k, g) = S0 + Sk = pi∆y0
2 + pi(y2k − y22), (15)
Here, ∆y0 is the radius of the ross setion of the axial austi; yk =
y2(kmax, g), y2 = y2(k, g), Sk is the ross setion of the oni austi; and
S0 is the ross setion of the axial austi. The dimensional ross setion is
obtained by multiplying (15) by rc
2. Figures 5 and 6 present a visual rep-
resentation of the position of the oni austi and the relation between the
oni and axial regions.
Numerial alulations show that S0 inreases and Sk dereases with in-
reasing g. For a fixed soure redshift zs and a entral surfae density σ0,
the value of g inreases when a and σ0 inrease. Thus, as the lens moves to
the enter, the ross setion of the axial austi dereases, while the ross
setion of the oni austi dereases. Similarly, when the lens moves toward
the observer or toward the soure, the ross setion of the axial austi de-
reases, and the ross setion of the oni austi inreases. When g grows,
the radius of the ross setion of the oni austi also grows, while its thik-
ness dereases. Thus, the area of the ross setion of the oni austi is
determined by the relative rate of these two proesses. Sine ∆yk ∼ 1
k2
,
we have ∆y′k ∼
1
k3
. This relationship shows that the rate of hange of the
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thikness dereases with inreasing k, while the radius of the region Sk is
determined only by the value of g (Fig. 2), i.e., it does not depend on k. The
behavior of the total ross setion is determined by the behavior of Sk and
So. If no onstraints are imposed on y the axial austi dominates over the
oni austi, and the funtion S(k, g) has a maximum at the enter (Fig.6).
Figure 7 shows the dependene of the total ross setion on g for various
amplifiation oeffiients.
The presene of the oni austi is advantageous for the King model
ompared to a point lens model (appliable for individual stellar lenses) or
an isothermal sphere lens model (appliable for spiral galaxy lenses). Beause
yk varies between 0 and rt when a is hanged from 0 to 1, we an always loate
the observer near the oni austi for any given lens position by properly
hoosing the value of σ0. Thus, the oni austi offers greater freedom in
moving the soure in the lens plane and does not require an exat alignment
of the observer, soure, and lens on the same axis. The important role of
oni austis is pointed out in [26℄.
3.4. Lensing probability
We will now define the number of lenses in the volume dV = 4piz2l dzl
with the surfae density σ0 in the interval dσ0 to be
dN = nlf(σ0)dV dσ0, (16)
where f(σ0) is the surfae density distribution of the lenses, whih, aording
to (5), an be written in the form
nl = n0l
[
(zl)
D−3 + (zs − zl)D−3
]
. (17)
We hoose n0l so as to satisfy the relation
n0l · M¯GC = ρcrΩl, (18)
at R0 = RH . Here, Ωl is the mass fration that is inluded in lenses; ρcr ≈
10−7M⊙p
−3
is the ritial density of matter; and M¯GC is the mean mass of
a globular luster. Let us assume that all soures are loated on a sphere of
area 4piz2s . We an arry over all ross setions from the lens plane to the
soure plane; we thus obtain the ross setion in the soure plane,
dSˆ = S ∗
(zs
zl
)2
dN. (19)
Dividing this value by the soure sphere area, we obtain the differential
probability of lensing a soure loated at the distane zs by a lens with surfae
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density σ0 at the distane zl, with the amplifiation oeffiient k, and with
the fratal dimension of the lens distribution along the line of sight, DF :
dP (k, z, zs, DF ) =
dSˆ
4piz2s
. (20)
Aordingly, after integrating over all possible lens positions and all allowable
densities, we obtain the probability of lensing with amplifiation oeffiient
exeeding k,
P (k, zs, DF ) =
=
c
H0
n0lr
2
c
∞∫
σ0cr(zl, zs)
zs − z∗∫
z∗
S(k, zl, zs, σ0)f(σ0)
[
(zl)
DF−3+(zs−zl)DF−3
]
dσ0dzl,
(21)
where z∗ is the initial level of fratality. Let us assume that all the
soures have zs = 1 and the 25% of the mass of matter in the Universe.
We will estimate the probability of lensing by globular lusters ompared
to the probability of lensing by point objets for the ase of a uniform
lens distribution. It is lear from Fig.8 that the probability of lensing by a
King objet is omparable to the probability for a point model [4℄. Figure
8 also shows the dependene of P (k) for King lenses in the ase of a fratal
distribution with dimension two.
The presene of fratal struture inreases the probability of lensing by
nearly an order of magnitude. This plot also indiates that the differential
probability funtion p(k) = dP/dk obeys the law
p(k)dk ∼ k−3dk. (22)
Figure 9 shows the dependene of the differential probability (20) on the
relative position of the lens a on the observer soure axis for two fratal
dimensions, DF = 2 and DF = 3, and two amplifiations, 5
m
and 8m.
It is lear that, for a uniform distribution of galaxies in spae (urves 1
and 3), the most likely position of the lens is halfway between the soure
and the observer. For a fratal distribution with amplifiation oeffiients
of the order of 8m and higher (urve 4), the loation of maximum proba-
bility for finding the lens is displaed toward the observer and toward the
soure (the distribution has two humps). At lower amplifiations for a fratal
distribution (urve 2), we obtain a nearly flat distribution.
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4. INTERPRETATION OF QUASAR-GALAXY ASSOCIA-
TIONS
Using the atalog of assoiations [5℄, we will attempt to obtain some
observed properties of the assoiations that must be aounted for by the
proposed gravitational lensing model. This atalog ontains a total of 577
quasars and about 500 galaxies with whih the quasars form assoiations.
Fourteen quasars have absorption lines with the same z as the galaxy. Of
these objets, we will selet pairs satisfying the requirements:
(1) There are data for mQ, zQ, zG;
(2) zG < zQ;
(3) The quasars are at angular distanes not exeeding the angular dis-
tane orresponding to a linear distane of 150 kp.
(4) If a quasar is projeted onto several galaxies, we hose the galaxy with
the minimum linear distane from the quasar. As many as 241 pairs satisfy
these riteria. Let us first estimate the expeted number of assoiations
based on the alulated probability of lensing the nulei of ative galaxies.
As we notied in Subsetion 2.1, the number of ative nulei in galaxies with
apparent magnitudes down to 28m − 29m is estimated to be ∼ 104 deg−2.
The integrated probability of lensing by globular luster-type objets with
amplifiations of 5m − 8m is of the order of 10−5 − 10−7. Thus, the expeted
number of quasars in assoiations ould be of the order of ∼ 102−104, whih
is omparable to the observed value (∼ 500 pairs.) This means that quasars
with high amplifiation oeffiients are enountered in assoiations, and that
quasars in assoiations may have, on the average, higher brightnesses than
other quasars. Figure 10 presents the distribution of the number of quasar-
galaxy pairs as a funtion of the parameter a = zG/zQ, speifying the relative
lens position along the line of sight for several fixed halo sizes and several zQ
values.
We an see a lear tendeny for assoiations to onentrate at a < 0.1
and a > 0.9, i.e., there is an exess of gravitational lenses near the observer
and near the soure. This behavior of the assoiations agrees well with the
theoretial behavior of the differential lensing probability shown in Fig. 9.
The smaller number of pairs with a ∼ 0.9 ompared to a ∼ 0.1 may be due
to an observational seletion effet: the farther away the lens, the harder it
is to detet it. It is possible that some quasars not inluded in assoiations
are also lensed, sine, if a quasar is not in an assoiation, it may be that the
galaxy is loated at a greater distane, nearer to the quasar, and is simply
not deteted. In this ase, the galaxy an be revealed from the absorption
lines observed in the quasar spetra. Figure 11 shows a histogram of the
(1 + zem)/(1 + zabs) ratio for quasars with absorptions [27℄.
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This dependene is in agreement with the lensing model, sine there is an
exess of systems with zem ∼ zabs. The detetion of systems with zabs ≪ zem
is diffiult, sine in this ase, the absorption lines are strongly shifted toward
the ultraviolet. Some observational material is available, however. Among 14
quasars with absorptions in the Arp atalog of quasars, 7 have zabs < 0.1zem.
An additional argument in favor of the gravitational lensing model pre-
sented here is the similarity between the surfae density distribution of glob-
ular lusters and the ritial surfae density distribution of assoiations al-
ulated from formula (14). Figure 12 presents the distributions fσ0 and fσcr
in the range <100 [g/m
2
℄.
The ritial density is reahed at the lens fous (g = 1). Theoretially,
suh behavior of the predited ritial density is expeted, sine at large
amplifiations a signifiant portion of the ross setion is onentrated in the
foal region (Fig. 7).
Thus, we an onlude from the above estimates that quasars in assoia-
tions may be gravitationally amplified images of the nulei of ative galaxies,
and that globular lusters in galati halos play the role of the gravitational
lenses. The arguments against gravitational lensing presented in [3℄ lose their
fore in the framework of this model. First, the quasars are projeted onto
the galati haloes beause that is where globular lusters are primarily lo-
ated, and the probability of lensing is suffiient for reasonable values of ΩL.
Seond, ompanion galaxies in lose galaxy groups may have an enhaned
probability for the birth of globular luster-type objets. Third, for the ata-
log of assoiations [5℄, there is no relation between the redshifts of the quasars
and the galaxies. Fourth, sine the nulei of ative galaxies are supposed to
be the soures, there is no problem with the number of lensed objets. Fifth,
and finally, variability assoiated with the motion of the globular lusters
would be observable only on timesales of about 103yr.
5. DISCUSSION
Sine the existing observational data on quasar-galaxy assoiations are
onsistent with the proposed gravitational lensing model, it is naturally to
pose the question of possible further observational tests. We an offer the
following observational tests for the properties of the quasars listed in the
atalog [5℄:
(1) It follows from the estimated angular radius of the Khvol'son-Einstein
ring that the expeted angular splitting of quasar images by gravitational
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lensing by globular luster-type objets is of the order of milliar-seonds:
ΘCh−E ∼ 30
( M
106M⊙
)1/2( D
10Mp
)−1/2
Here, D =
ROLROS
RLS
is the effetive distane to the lens. For this reason,
it is important to examine the struture of ompat omponents on mass
sales in quasars in assoiations that have suffiient radio fluxes for VLBI
observations. Note that the theory does not exlude the ourrene of a single
image (when the observer is in region I; see Fig. 2). There may also be no
observed splitting due to inadequate dynami range of the VLBI images.
(2) The expeted flux variability assoiated with the motion of the glob-
ular luster as a whole has a timesale longer than a thousand years, sine
the estimated harateristi variability timesale is given by I,.2).
tvar ∼ ROLΘCh−E
v
∼ 103
( M
106M⊙
)1/2( D′
10[Mp℄
)−1/2( v
103 [km/s℄
)−1
yr,
whereD′ =
RLSROL
ROS
is the redued distane to the lenses and v is the veloity
of the lens motion. However, there an be flux variability on timesales
shorter than a year due to mirolensing by individual stars in the globular
lusters. Mirolensing effets are more pronouned for quasars assoiated
with nearby galaxies, sine amplifiation by point objets depends on the
ratio ROS/ROL (see formula (13)).
3) Sine globular lusters belong to galati haloes, absorption lines may
arise in quasar spetra, with the zabs, orresponding to the galaxy in whih
the lensing globular lusters are loated. It is of interest to ontinue the
work started in [28℄, onerning omparisons of the properties of quasars
with absorptions and quasars in assoiations. In partiular, the known effet
that the number of absorption lines inreases loser to the quasar may result
from the fratal harater of the large-sale distribution of galaxies along the
line of sight. In this ase, we also would expet an inrease in the number of
absorption lines loser to the observer.
(4) The equal status of the observer and the soure inside a fratal stru-
ture suggests that, in addition to the Arp effet that distant quasars are
observed near nearby galaxies, there should be an inreased probability of
finding near quasars faint galaxies with redshifts lose to the quasar redshift.
This effet may have revealed by Tyson [29℄, but a representative sample of
Tyson assoiations must be olleted and their properties ompared to the
properties of Arp assoiations.
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(5) Comparing the spetral properties of quasars assoiations with the
properties of the ative nulei galaxies of various types may serve as a test
for the struture of the emission-line formation region, whih ould be lensed
differently by a King objet.
(6) Comparing the properties of quasar-galaxy assoiations in galaxies of
various types and in galaxy groups with the properties of globular luster
systems in the halos of similar galaxies may serve as a test for the reality of
globular lusters as the gravitation lenses.
(7) Due to refration of rays in a globular luster lens, quasars with
milliarseond jet strutures, i.e., with jets in the innermost regions of their
ompat radio soures, may display urvature in the jet trajetories that is
not assoiated with the real motion of matter ejeted from the nuleus.
6. CONCLUSION
Our alulations for the probability of strong gravitational lensing by
globular lusters populating the halos of normal galaxies and positioned along
the soure-observer line of sight offer a simple physial interpretation of the
Arp effet: the observed ourrene rate of quasar-galaxy assoiations on-
siderably exeeds the expeted number of random projetions. If we interpret
the Arp assoiations as the effet of mesolensing, the quasars observed in
the halos of nearby galaxies with a harateristi size of about 100 kp are
proposed to be images of ompat objets in the nulei of ative galaxies lo-
ated at a distane of z ∼ 1, whih are gravitationally amplified by 5m− 8m.
In this interpretation, the redshifts of quasars have a osmologial origin,
and there is no need to invoke new physis.
The interpretation of the exess quasar galaxy assoiations as an effet
of gravitation lensing is possible only if three fators are simultaneously taken
into aount:
(1) the use of the ross setion of a King gravitational lens (the globular
luster) in plae of a point or isothermal model;
(2) use of a fratal lens distribution along the line of sight, instead of the
standard uniform distribution;
(3) the number of faint galaxies in reent extremely deep ounts.
These three fundamental fators are based on modem observational data
on globular lusters, the three-dimensional galaxy distributions from deep
redshift surveys, and reent ounts of faint galaxies down to 29m. Some
onsequenes of hidden (as a onsequene of the extremely small angular
splitting of the images) gravitational mesolensing an be tested with existing
observing tehniques.
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